How chromophore shape determines the spectroscopy of phenylene-vinylenes: origin of spectral broadening in the absence of aggregation.
Single oligo(phenylene-vinylene) molecules constitute model systems of chromophores in disordered conjugated polymers and can elucidate how the actual conformation of an individual chromophore, rather than that of an overall polymer chain, controls its photophysics. Single oligomers and polymer chains display the same range of spectral properties. Even heptamers support pi-electron conjugation across approximately 80 degrees curvature, as revealed by the polarization anisotropy in excitation and supported by quantum chemical calculations. As the chain becomes more deformed, the spectral linewidth at low temperatures, often interpreted as a sign of aggregation, increases up to 30-fold due to a reduction in photophysical stability of the molecule and an increase in random spectral fluctuations. The conclusions aid the interpretation of results from single-chain Stark spectroscopy in which large static dipoles were only observed in the case of narrow transition lines. These narrow transitions originate from extended chromophores in which the dipoles induced by backbone substituents do not cancel out. Chromophores in conjugated polymers are often thought of as individual linear transition dipoles, the sum of which make up the polymer's optical properties. Our results demonstrate that, at least for phenylene-vinylenes, it is the actual shape of the individual chromophore rather than the overall chromophoric arrangement and form of the polymer chain that dominates the spectroscopic properties.